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Introducing the luminosity gap (LG) and
fossil groups
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The luminosity gap and fossil groups in
cosmological simulations
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Mining the gap at z~1
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Ultimate fossil groups; A routine for Agedating galaxy groups
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What does the LG tell us about the AGN
activities?

!
‣

What does a LG tell us about the BGG
formation and IGM heating?
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Groups and hierarchical structure formation
Galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally bound objects. They form the densest part
of the large scale structure of the universe. In models for the gravitational formation of
structure with cold dark matter, the smallest structures collapse first and eventually build
the largest structures, clusters of galaxies.

Stephan’s Quintet

Low velocity dispersion !
Galaxy - Galaxy merger
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Cl 0024+16 z~0.4

Merger tree

High velocity dispersion!
Ram Pressure Stripping!
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Fossil galaxy groups
N-body simulations show that mergers of galaxies can produce luminous elliptical galaxies
that resemble observed light profile of giant elliptical galaxies at the core of groups and
clusters (Barnes 1989). Thus galaxy mergers are very important processes. !

End product of the mergers of galaxies in a group !
simple laboratories

Osmond et al 2004

No recent major merger

X-ray contours

‣

Should present a large luminosity gap, > 2 mag !

‣

Groups scale X-ray emission
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See Jones et al (2003) for conventions and justifications and space density.
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X-ray properties I

Fossils

Non-fossils

LX - Lopt relation!

LX - TX relation!

Excess X-ray luminosity for a given
optical luminosity of the groups. or simply
dimmer in optical?

Fossils all comfortably on the conventional
L-T relation in contrast to an earlier study
by Jones et al (2003).

Khosroshahi et al (2007)
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X-ray properties II
Finoguenov et al (2001)

M - TX relation

S - TX relation

Fossils appear to be hotter than
normal groups for a given mass of
the system.

Fossils appear to be closest halos to
the prediction of self-similar scaling
relation than any other system.

Khosroshahi et al (2007)
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Halo concentration and luminosity gap

J1416.4+2315, !
Khosroshahi et al. 2006

‣ Hydrostatic equilibrium
‣ Spherical symmetry
‣ NFW profile (c200=r200/rs)

Fossils show higher concentration in
their mass profiles compared to nonfossils systems with similar masses.
This is an indication of early formation
epoch.

!

Concentration measurement requires high quality data and is
subject to large uncertainties.

Khosroshahi et al (2007)
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Fossils and cool core
With no evidence for recent mergers,
fossils are ideal environments for the
formation of cool cores. Observations
suggest that the reverse may be true!

NGC 6482 (khosroshahi et al 2004)

J1416.4+2315 (khosroshahi et al 2006)
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Fossil clusters in LoCuSS
Local Cluster Substructure Survey
A survey to probe the relationship between the
structure (assembly history) of galaxy clusters
and the evolution of the hot gas and galaxies.

!

LoCuSS targets 100 low-z (0.15-0.3) clusters
from X-ray through optical/IR to radio.

!

For fossil study we use Ks imaging for 60
clusters combined with HST/ACS (cycle 16)
and WFPC2 observations for 35 clusters.
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Isophotal shape of fossil BGGs
Non-boxy isophotes for the fossil BGGs was
reported in 2006 (Khosroshahi, Jones and
Ponman 2006). A similar trend was found in
LoCuSS sample. Clusters with largest
luminosity gap are dominated by non-boxy
isophote giant elliptical galaxies.

See also: Khochfar & Burkert (2005)
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Smith, Khosroshahi et al (2010)
IPM

Semi-analytic recipe for galaxies
Dark halo
Springel et al 2005

+ GALAXIES +
Croton et al 2006

Hot gas
Pearce et al 2007

Nottingham

A
MP
Durham
See D’Onghia et al. 2005 for a hydrodynamical appraoch
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Halo mass evolution in fossil groups

Fossils accumulate most of their mass at high redshifts,
they are therefore old.

Space density of fossils
Dariush , Khosroshahi, et al (2007)
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Probing Semi-analytic models

Smith, Khosroshahi et al (2010)
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Mining the gap at z~1
We identify and study 129 X-ray galaxy
groups, covering a redshift range 0.04
<z< 1.10, selected in the 3 degree2 of
the CFHTLS W1 field overlapping
XMM observations performed under
the XMM-LSS project. !

!

We find that the slope of the relation
between the fraction of groups and the
magnitude gap steepens with redshift,
indicating a larger fraction of fossil
groups at lower redshifts. We find that
25±7% of our groups at z<0.6 are
fossil groups.

We carry out a statistical study of the redshift evolution out to redshift
one of the magnitude gap between the first and the second brightest
cluster galaxies of a well defined mass-selected group sample.
Gozaliasl, Finoguenov, Khosroshahi et al (2014)
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Group identification; two colours selection

The observed number density of galaxy groups as a function of halo mass
(black histogram with error bars) compared to the halo catalogs of B06, DLB07
and G11 for S–I (top left panel), S–II (top right panel), S–III (bottom left panel)
and S–IV (bottom right panel).
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Mining the gap deep into z~1

Fraction of galaxy groups as a function of the magnitude gap (black points with error bars) compared to predictions of the semi-analytic
galaxy formation models, Bower et al 2006 ( solid and dashed-dotted blue histograms), De Lucia and Blaizot (solid and dotted green
histograms) and Guo et al 2011 (solid and dashed red histograms) for S–I (top left panel), S–II (top right panel), S–III (bottom left panel)
and S–IV (bottom right panel).
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Age dating galaxy groups; beyond the LG
Galaxy groups possessing a
large luminosity gap between
the two brightest galaxies
within a half a Virial radius are
relatively older. !

!

The success is limited!!

!

Other age indicators include:!

!

Halo concentration!

!

de-centring !

Raouf and Khosroshahi et al (2014)
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Age dating galaxy groups; beyond the LG

Raouf and Khosroshahi et al (2014)
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Age-dating in multi parameter space

Statistical age-dating routine based on a photometric measurements of galaxies only.
Raouf and Khosroshahi et al (2014)
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Fossils; simple lab for galaxy evolution

Group mergers
can remove
cool cores!

Galaxy mergers
can trigger AGN!

A frank assessment of the state-of-the-art in SAMs (Benson 2010) found that there were some 70 free parameters that
need to be adjusted in the newest SAM, quote from Joe Silk.
Credit: Galaxy Formation and Evolution; Mo, van den Bosch, White
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Radio studies of fossil dominant galaxy
GMRT Low frequency observations
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GMRT 610 MHz and 1.4 GHz maps
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Fossil dominant galaxies smoke light!
Some fossil groups show no
sign of strong cool cores and
their IGM is hotter for a given
halo mass. !

If there has been no major
mergers in the past ~ few
Gyr, how this affects the AGN
activities? AGNs are powered
by super massive black
holes, which require fuelling. !

!

Hess et al (2012) reported fresh AGN activities in fossil groups! !

!

What drives the “apparently” conflicting observations? !
Proper age-dating!
Or else!
OCA, Nice, Nov 2014

Mir Aghaee, Khosroshahi 2014

!
‣! SNe and stellar feedback!
‣! AGN feedback!
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Optically selected fossils; searching for hot IGM

Galaxy Luminosity Function of the Fossil Candidate Gal
12:00.0

The primary aim of this work was to test the hypothesis that
most of the galaxy merging which builds up giant ellipticals
actually takes place in collapsed groups. If this hypothesis is
true, then we would expect the great majority of purely optically
elected fossil groups to show group-scale X-ray emission.!
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Figure 1. UKSTU Schmidt R-band image of the field of fossil candidate (2PIGG group 2515) at z ≈ 0.062 in
circles show the group members with the dominant elliptical marked with larger circle at the centre of the field.
arcmin 2 .

with at least five confirmed members
‣(NGroups
> 4)!

!

gal

with magnitude difference between
‣firstGroups
and second ranked galaxies ∆M > 2.0!
12

!

Groups
‣galaxy
M

B

with a bright early-type dominant
< −21.5 and choose only elliptical

galaxies.

area of ∼ 1000 deg2 which is about 14 times larger than the
area covered in the WARPS X-ray survey, 73 deg2 . Hence we
probe a significantly larger volume in the present study than
the X-ray selected WARPS sample. However, the Ngal !
5 selection criterion we impose restricts us to richer fossil
systems, and results in a statistically well-controlled sample
of 6 ’optical fossils’. These are listed in Table 1, sorted by
their redshift to highlight the priority of studying nearby
systems which allows examining their core properties with
higher accuracy.

2.1

X-RAY OBSERVATION

The objective of this proposal is to accumulate suﬃcient
counts to securely verify the presence of extended X-ray
emission and to measure a mean temperature for all targets
in our sample. We have simulated absorbed APEC spectra
for each of our targets, assuming a temperature of 1 keV,
and an abundance of 0.4 Solar, using the HI galactic column based on their RA/Dec. Assuming that the detected
emission originates from within a radius of 3 arcmin (ranging from 180–300 kpc for our targets), we have extracted an
ACIS-S background spectrum from the most recent Chandra
blank sky backgrounds, taken in very faint mode. We estimated bolometric group X-ray luminosities (Lgrp
X ) for our
sample (see Table 1), using the LX − LB relation calibrated
based on our existing sample of fossil groups (Khosroshahi,
Ponman and Jones, 2006). The APEC normalisations for
each spectrum were adjusted to match these predicted lu-

after point source removal. We propo
CCD because it has the highest sensitiv

2.2

OPTICAL OBSERVATION

Optical observations of groups used in
were performed during two observing
2007, May 2008 using the 2.5 meter (1
Pont telescope, operating at Las Cam
The telescope was calibrated with the
CCD (WFCCD) camera which reimag
diameter field onto the TEK5 CCD c
of 0.77 arcsec/pixel. The characteristi
groups is z ∼ 0.059 which correspon
distance D ∼ 260.6 Mpc and a scale of
a flat concordance cosmology with H0
Ωm = 0.27, and ΩΛ = 0.73 (Dunkley
each galaxy group a total exposure tim
were applied in B band and R band res
group image is a mosaic frame consistin
pointings, the actual exposure time us
one fourth of those values, i.e. 900s in
R-band. The exposure times in B and
continuously as there is a risk that
saturated by bright stars in the field o
sure times were split and each pointing
separate images, each with 300s and 1
R-band. Splitting images would help

Khosroshahi et al (2014)
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IGM in optical fossils and in XI groups
The first results of the XI (XMM/IMACS) Groups Project, a study targeting a redshift-selected,
statistically unbiased sample of galaxy groups using deep X-ray data reveals surprisingly faint Xray emission. They conclude that the X-ray selected sample of groups may not be quite
representative of IGM properties of galaxy groups. Possible explanations for the lack of significant
X-ray emission in these groups is that they are most likely collapsing for the first time.

Rasmussen et al (2006)
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A large luminosity gap makes a difference!

Khosroshahi et al (2014)
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Summary
‣

The LG is shown to be a strong probe of evolutionary state of galaxy groups.!

!
‣

The space density of fossils in the observations and simulations agree well. !

!
‣

Mining the luminosity gap up to z~1 helps to probe semi-analytic galaxy
models. !

!
‣

Luminosity gap is a key but not a sufficient age indicator for a galaxy system. !

!
‣

No sign of a strong AGN activities in giant elliptical galaxies dominating fossil
groups, at least not as much as expected for the stellar masses. !

!
‣

There are indications that a large luminosity gap at the presence of a giant
elliptical galaxy signals a collapsed group as a host.
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Time domain/critical observations
benefiting from geographic location

Photometric and Spectroscopic Observations of GRBs and SNe
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Site selection

2km
20km
100km

led by S. Nasiri (2001-2008)
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Seeing and Microthermal measurements
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Telescope design specifications
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Optical configuration

Ritchey-Chrétien Cass

Wavelength range

325-2500 nm

Primary mirror
diameter, ID/OD
(Nominal)

3400/700 mm

Primary mirror focal
ratio

f/1.5

Exit focal ratio

f/11.363

Entrance pupil
location

On primary

Back focal distance

1750 mm

Unvignetted field of
view diameter

30 arcmin

Backend configuration

40

Mirror blank and polishing

RMS deflection = 5.5 nm
41

More than a telescope …

